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ABSTRACT: Solution-processed hybrid organic−inorganic perovskites
(HOIPs) from organoammonium halide and lead halide precursors form
efficacious active layers for photovoltaics, light-emitting diodes, and flexible
electronics. Though solvent−solute coordination plays a critical role in
HOIP crystallization, the influence of solvent choice on such interactions is
poorly understood. We demonstrate Gutmann’s donor number, DN, as a
parameter that indicates the coordinating ability of the processing solvent
with the Pb2+ center of the lead halide precursor. Low DN solvents interact
weakly with the Pb2+ center, favoring instead complexation between Pb2+

and iodide and subsequent crystallization of perovskite. High DN solvents
coordinate more strongly with the Pb2+ center, which in turn inhibits iodide
coordination and stalls perovskite crystallization. Varying the concentration
of high-DN additives in precursor solutions tunes the strength of lead−
solvent interactions, allowing finer control over the crystallization and the resulting morphology of HOIP active layers.

Recent years have seen significant interest surrounding
the use of hybrid organic−inorganic perovskites
(HOIPs) as absorbers in photovoltaic (PV) devices,1,2

emitters in light-emitting diodes (LEDs),3,4 and active layers in
flexible electronics.5−7 The rapid climb in efficiencies of PV
devices comprising HOIP active layers from 3.8%8 in 2009 to
22.1% today,9 the low cost of precursors,10,11 and the ease of
processing from solution are all promising indicators for
efficacious harnessing of solar energy at scale.12,13 Unfortu-
nately, many challenges exist that still hamper the deployment
of HOIP-based technologies.2 Important among these
challenges is poor control of solution-mediated crystallization
of HOIP materials.2,12 The formation of solution-based
intermediates has been shown to influence both crystallization
processes for HOIPs and the performance of devices
comprising the resulting HOIP active layers.14−18 While it is
generally accepted that solvent choice dictates the formation of
such intermediates,17,19 the mechanism by which solvent−
precursor coordination affects crystallization is not fully
understood. In this study, we show how solvent interactions
dictate intermediate formation in precursor solutions and
elucidate how these interactions influence perovskite crystal-
lization.
Precursor−solvent interactions have been shown to influence

the formation of HOIPs,17,20,21 but it is unclear what solvent
properties dictate these interactions and how these interactions
influence the formation of intermediates. Thus, far, dielectric
constant,17,20 Hansen’s solubility parameters,22 and Mayer

bond unsaturation23 have been used to describe solvent−
precursor interactions in HOIP solutions. The dielectric
constant of the processing solvent is thought to correlate
with its “coordinating ability” with the lead halide salt,17 which
influences the formation iodoplumbate intermediates (PbIn

2−n,
where n = 2−6) and lead−solvent complexes17 in precursor
solutions comprising methylammonium iodide (MAI) and
PbI2. The existence of these species subsequently determines
the defect density and morphology of the fully formed active
layers.15 On the other hand, Saidaminov et al. showed that
methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) single crystals can be
grown from γ-butyrolactone (GBL) but not from N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF)24 and later speculated this differ-
ence to arise from different coordinating abilities of the solvents
due to differences in polarity.20 Hansen’s solubility parameters,
on the other hand, have been used as a starting point to screen
solvents but fail to account for ionic interactions and molecular
complexation.22 Still other studies state that the effects of other
parameters are secondary to Lewis acid−base interactions.23,25

The result of these inconsistencies is an unclear picture of how
solvent choice affects the formation of intermediates or how it
can be leveraged to control HOIP crystallization. The
complicated phase space of solution chemistry in HOIP
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precursor solutions, including electrostatic interactions, ionic
interactions, and sterics, necessitates a focused study of each
type of interaction and its corresponding effect on the
formation of HOIPs relevant for device applications.
In this study, we focused on elucidating the role of Lewis

basicity of the processing solvent, quantified by Gutmann’s
donor number, DN, on HOIP formation. We find that DN is a
stronger predictor of a solvent’s ability to solvate HOIP
precursors than dielectric constant because the former describes
the strength of interactions between Lewis-basic solvents and
the borderline soft Lewis-acidic Pb2+ center of iodoplumbate
complexes in solution. High DN solvents compete with I− for
coordination sites around Pb2+ and consequently suppress the
formation of iodoplumbates; such solvents form stable
precursor solutions for thin-film processing. Low-DN solvents
coordinate less strongly with Pb2+ and thus favor iodoplumbate
formation and subsequent single-crystal growth. This under-
standing allows the judicious selection of processing solvents or
solvent additives tailored for the desired application.
Figure 1 summarizes the dielectric constant and DN of several

processing solvents, categorized by whether these solvents

support the solubilization versus rapid crystallization of 1:1
MAI and PbI2 at 1 M. Solvents that solubilize the precursors at
total concentrations = 1 M are shown on the left in the
unshaded region; dimethylpropyleneurea (DMPU), dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO), dimethylacetamide (DMAC), N-methyl-2-
pyrrolidone (NMP), and DMF fall in this category. Solvents
that do not form stable precursor solutions at this
concentration and instead promote crystallization and precip-
itation of MAPbI3 (indicated by the color change of the
mixtures from yellow to black, characteristic of MAPbI3) are
shown in the gray region on the right of Figure 1; these include
ethylene carbonate (EC), propylene carbonate (PC), tetrame-
thylsulfone (TMS), and acetonitrile (ACN). In GBL, the
precursors are soluble at room temperature at 1 M, but MAPbI3
single-crystal growth can be induced by heating the precursor
solution and maintaining the solution temperature at 120 °C
for several minutes.24 Such behavior is not observed in solvents
with higher DN than that of GBL. Figure 1 reveals a weak
correlation between the dielectric constants of solvents and the

solvents’ ability to form stable precursor solutions. In general,
and consistent with what has been reported in the
literature,22,26,27 solvents with dielectric constants > 30 appear
to solubilize the precursors, but our data highlights a number of
exceptions to this rule. For example, TMS and ACN, with
dielectric constants exceeding 30, do not support solubilization
of the precursors; the precursors instead readily crystallize to
form MAPbI3. EC and PC, both of which both have higher
dielectric constants relative to the other solvents tested, also do
not support the formation of stable solutions of the precursors.
Finally, nitromethane (NME), with a dielectric constant of
35.9, does not dissolve the precursors at all. We find DN to
exhibit a stronger correlation with the ability of the solvent to
solubilize the precursors; solvents having DN > 18 kcal/mol are
effective at solubilizing the precursors, whereas solvents having
lower DN allow for crystallization of the precursors from 1 M
solutions. In fact, precursor solutions in solvents with DN > 18.0
kcal/mol are stable even when heated to temperatures
approaching the respective boiling points of the solvents. The
observation that solubility is more strongly correlated with DN
than with dielectric constant indicates that acid−base
interactions between the solvent and precursor, rather than
electrostatics, dominate the dissolution process. Because the
Pb2+ center of the lead salt precursor exhibits an affinity for
basic ligands, which can be iodide anions, solvent molecules, or
a combination of the two,17,19 the solubility of the lead salt
increases when its affinity for the solvent ligands increases.
By employing a solvent with DN < 18 kcal/mol, we can

induce controlled precipitation of large single crystals. When
MAI and PbI2 are at stoichiometric equivalence in PC (DN =
15.1 kcal/mol) at 1 M total concentration, for example, the
mixture turns black within 3 min of stirring at room
temperature, which we attribute to perovskite formation and
precipitation. To confirm, we conducted environmental
scanning electron microscopy (E-SEM) on an aliquot of this
mixture. Figure 2a shows faceted crystals; powder X-ray
diffraction (XRD) of these crystals (XRD trace shown in
Figure S1) confirmed that they are MAPbI3 in its tetragonal
form. We can grow crystals exceeding 2 mm in all dimensions
(Figure 2b) by heating a 0.7 M precursor solution in PC to 70

Figure 1. Dielectric constant (red triangles) and Gutmann’s donor
number (DN, blue circles) of solvents used for HOIP processing.
The unshaded region on the left shows solvents that form stable
solutions at total MAI and PbI2 concentrations exceeding 1 M. The
gray region on the right shows solvents that do not support the
formation of stable solutions. Instead, HOIP crystals form
spontaneously and they precipitate from solution.

Figure 2. (a) Environmental SEM image of MAPbI3 crystals formed
in a 1 M PC solution comprising stoichiometrically equivalent MAI
and PbI2 precursors. (b) MAPbI3 crystal grown from a 0.7 M PC
solution after heating to 70 °C for 3 h. (c) PEA2PbI4 platelets that
formed in a droplet of a 1 M PC solution comprising PEAI and
PbI2 at stoichiometric equivalence. (d) FA0.83MA0.17PbI3 crystal
grown from a 0.7 M PC solution after heating to 72 °C for 12 h.
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°C for 3 h and removing the resulting crystal before the
solution cools, similar to the inverse-temperature crystallization
method employed by Saidaminov et al.24 While Nayak et al.
found that temperature-induced solvent degradation is
responsible for crystal growth in some solvent systems,28 we
did not observe a decrease in the onset temperature of
crystallization when the degradation products of PC were
intentionally added to the solutions used for single-crystal
growth. We conclude that crystallization in PC does not occur
due to solvent degradation at elevated temperature but instead
occurs because of temperature-dependent changes in the
coordinating ability of the solvent. The method of growing
HOIP single crystals by choosing solvents with low DN is
generalizable beyond systems with MA+ cations; we can
routinely form high-quality single crystals when MA+ is
replaced with phenylethylammonium (PEA+) or butylammo-
nium (BA+) cations. Consistent with the PEA2PbI4 crystal
structure, we obtain 50−200 μm “flakes” of single crystals.
PEA2PbI4 crystals precipitate from solution, as observed in
Figure 2c; their corresponding XRD pattern in Figure S2
confirms the formation of two-dimensional perovskites with the
appropriate layer spacing. Precipitation of perovskite crystals
also occurs spontaneously in TMS, ACN, and EC, all of which
exhibit DN < 18 kcal/mol. To further demonstrate the
generalizability of this approach, we have additionally grown
large single crystals (>5 mm in all dimensions) of
FA0.83MA0.17PbI3 (Figure 2d) from a 0.7 M precursor solution
in PC at 72 °C. Its corresponding XRD pattern is provided in
Figure S3 and agrees with the reported pattern for the expected
cubic phase of FA0.85MA0.15PbI3,

29 with reflections at slightly
higher 2θ°, corresponding to a slightly smaller unit cell
dimension, presumably due to the higher MA:FA ratio in our
crystals.
To explore how Lewis basicity of the solvent impacts

solvent−precursor interactions, we conducted Benesi−Hilde-
brand (BH) analyses14,16,30 to determine the relative strength of
interactions between iodide and PbI2 in the solvent of interest.
Starting with 0.2 mM PbI2 solutions in PC (DN = 15.1 kcal/
mol) and DMF (DN = 26.6 kcal/mol), we measured the
absorbance at increasing concentrations of MAI to determine
how PbI2 coordinates with iodide to form PbIn

2−n complexes in
solution. While PbI5

3− and PbI6
4− formation is requisite to

perovskite formation,17,31 they are not observed in the
absorbance data due to the intentionally low concentrations
of precursors used during our BH study. Instead, we monitored
PbI3

− iodation to PbI4
2− to probe the relative strength of I−

interaction with the Pb2+ center of PbI3
−. Figure 3a shows one

such set of absorbances with increasing concentrations of
iodide. At low [MAI] in PC, we observe a peak absorbance at
368 nm; this absorbance is characteristic of PbI3

−.32 Increasing
the concentration of MAI results in a decrease in absorbance at
this wavelength and a concurrent increase in absorbance at 410
nm, consistent with the formation of PbI4

2−.32 Figure 3b plots
the absorbances at 368 and 410 nm as a function of [MAI]. BH
analysis tracking the evolution of these absorbance peaks
quantifies the strength of I− interaction with PbI3

−, from which
we can infer how strongly the solvent coordinates with the Pb2+

center of the complex. Figure 3c shows the result of our BH
analysis of 0.2 mM PbI2 in PC with increasing [MAI]. Our
calculations yielded a PbI4

2− formation constant (Kf) of 94 ± 2
M−1. We conducted an equivalent analysis for 0.2 mM PbI2 in
DMF (higher DN than PC; analysis in Figure S4a−c) and
obtained Kf = 9.8 ± 0.3 M−1. The larger Kf in PC compared to

that in DMF indicates a stronger propensity to form PbI4
2− in

PC. This comparison implies weaker coordination between
Pb2+ and PC than that between Pb2+ and DMF, the difference
of which we attribute to the basicity of the solvents. The
stronger basicity solvent (DMF; higher DN) more readily
coordinates with the borderline soft Lewis-acidic Pb2+ center of
PbI3

−. Depending on the relative basicity of the solvent and I−,
competitive ligand exchange19,33 thus takes place around the
Pb2+ center. A more Lewis-basic solvent will competitively
inhibit the formation of iodoplumbate complexes that is
requisite for perovskite formation, whereas a less Lewis-basic
solvent will allow I− to complex with Pb2+ because they do not

Figure 3. (a) Stacked UV−vis absorbance traces for PbI2 in PC with
increasing [MAI]:[PbI2]. As [MAI]:[PbI2] increases, the character-
istic absorbance of PbI3

− at λ = 368 decreases while the absorbance
of PbI4

2− increases at 368 and 410 nm as a function of [MAI]. The
spectra are offset along the y-axis for clarity. (b) Peak absorbance of
PbI3

− (λmax = 368 nm; red triangles) and PbI4
2− (λmax = 410 nm;

blue circles) in PC as a function of [MAI]:[PbI2]. (c) BH analysis
of the UV−vis data presented in (a) and (b). The equilibrium
constant for the formation of PbI4

2− in PC is 94 ± 2 M−1.
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compete as strongly for coordination sites, allowing for the
formation of iodoplumbate complexes and subsequent
crystallization of MAPbI3. This finding that solvents with
higher DN coordinate more strongly to the Pb2+ center extends
to solid-state complexes (i.e., “solvates”), as Cao et al. found the
decomposition temperature of solid-state complexes of PbI2
with various Lewis basic solvents (e.g., NMP, DMSO, and
HMPA) to increase with increasing DN of the solvent.34

Because the described interactions occur between Pb2+ and the
processing solvent and do not involve the countercation of the
iodide source, these results are generalizable to systems beyond
ones with MA+ as the organic cation, including those
containing FA+, as demonstrated in Figure 2, and likely
extendable to state-of-the-art mixed-cation systems.
With a DN of 34.0 kcal/mol, we expect DMPU to coordinate

strongly with Pb2+; iodoplumbate formation should be
suppressed in this solvent. Figure 4 shows the absorbance of

solutions of 0.05 mM PbI2 in DMPU with increasing iodide
concentration. We chose to work at a lower [PbI2] compared to
experiments in PC and DMF so that higher [MAI]:[PbI2]
ratios could be accessed without exceeding the solubility limit
of MAI in DMPU. Consistent with our expectations, we
observe no discernible absorbance above the background for
[MAI]:[PbI2] < 1500, indicating that PbI3

− and PbI4
2−

iodoplumbates are not present, even at such high relative
concentrations. For [MAI]:[PbI2] > 1500, the absorbances of
PbI3

− at 370 nm and PbI4
2− at 425 nm rise concurrently. The

λmax of the absorbance bands in DMPU are red-shifted
compared to that in PC due to the lower polarity of DMPU
relative to PC.35 For comparison, we see a significant rise of
PbI4

2− absorbance at [MAI]:[PbI2] = 10 and 250 in PC and
DMF, respectively. We attribute the lack of iodoplumbate
absorbance in precursor solutions in DMPU to its strong
coordination with Pb2+, which makes it difficult for I− to
compete for the same coordination sites. We sought to take
advantage of the strong coordinating ability of DMPU to
control crystallization of MAPbI3 thin films formed via one-step
deposition.36,37 We hypothesized that crystallization would not
proceed until DMPU−Pb2+ coordination is dissociated during
thermal annealing, thus retarding crystallization and rendering

additional control over active layer film formation. Unexpect-
edly, DMPU−Pb2+ coordination is so strong that a yellow paste
results when a stoichiometric equivalence of MAI and PbI2 is
dissolved in DMPU at concentrations appropriate for for spin-
coating (between 1.5 and 3 M from our group’s experience).
To take advantage of the strong coordination we expect from
DMPU while still maintaining solubility, we instead used
DMPU as a solvent additive as opposed to a processing solvent.
The addition of DMPU increases the DN of the solvent
mixture;33 the addition of fractional amounts of DMPU thus
provides a “tuning knob” to access the desired basicity of the
solvent mixture.
Figure 5 shows scanning electron micrographs of films spin-

coated from 2.5 M DMF solutions containing stoichiometri-

cally equivalent MAI and PbI2 precursors with increasing
amounts of DMPU on PEDOT:PSS-coated glass substrates.
Spin-coating the precursor solution without DMPU results in a
thin film that exhibits needle-like morphology and incomplete
surface coverage that is typical of what had previously been
reported.21 With the addition of 0.5 vol % DMPU, the
morphology of the resulting film changes and surface coverage
is dramatically improved. At a DMPU content of 10 vol %, we
observe a transition from needle-like morphology to grains with
100% surface coverage. The morphology of these films is
similar to those attained from DMF-processed films when
toluene washing (i.e., antisolvent treatment38,39) is performed
during spin-coating. Consistent with our picture of complex-
ation, the addition of DMPU substantially retards perovskite
crystallization. Films processed from DMPU-containing solvent
mixtures remain translucent and yellow after 30 s of spin-
coating and turn black only after 3 min of thermal annealing at
70 °C. Comparatively, films spin-coated from a solution
employing only DMF as the solvent turn black after <10 s of
spinning; the color change to black is characteristic of MAPbI3
formation. We observed similar morphological changes in
FA0.83MA0.17PbI3 thin films cast from 10% DMPU solutions
(Figure S5), indicating that highly basic solvent additives can be
leveraged to control the film formation of the wider class of
mixed-cation perovskites that are of relevance for PV
applications.9,40

Recent work has suggested the vapor pressure (Pvap) of
solvent additives to correlate with perovskite crystallization,

Figure 4. Absorbance of 0.05 mM PbI2 with increasing [MAI] in
DMPU. Spectral features corresponding to PbI3

− at 370 nm and
PbI4

2− at 425 nm are evident only at [MAI]:[PbI2] equal to or
exceeding 1500. For [MAI]:[PbI2] less than 1500, the absorbances
of PbI3

− and PbI4
2− are negligible. The spectra are stacked along

the y-axis for clarity.

Figure 5. SEM images showing the morphology of MAPbI3 films
cast on PEDOT:PSS-coated glass substrates from precursor
solutions in DMF with increasing volume fractions of DMPU. a)
No DMPU; (b) 0.5 vol % DMPU; (c) 10 vol % DMPU; and (d)
magnified image of the sample whose wide-view image is shown in
(c).
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with the incorporation of low Pvap solvent additives related to
slow crystallization.41 Our results instead suggest Lewis basicity
of the solvent additives to be responsible, with a more Lewis-
basic solvent additive complexing more strongly with the Pb2+

center and delaying the onset of perovskite crystallization. To
rule out the possibility that our observation of delayed
crystallization is due to the low vapor pressure of DMPU
(Pvap = 0.039 mm Hg), we also spin-coated DMF solutions
comprising 2.5 M MAI and PbI2 precursors with PC (Pvap =
0.023 mm Hg) instead of DMPU as the additive. While PC has
a lower Pvap than DMPU, it does not coordinate as strongly
with Pb2+ as DMPU. Films spin-coated from precursor
solutions containing 10 vol % PC do not exhibit delayed
crystallization; the films instead turn black after just 4 s of spin-
coating. We therefore attribute delayed crystallization in the
films cast from DMF + DMPU solutions to the strong
interactions between DMPU and Pb2+.
To fabricate functional solar cells, we found we still need to

incorporate toluene washing38,39 during spin-coating to extract
residual processing solvent. The incorporation of DMPU,
however, substantially extends the time available for which
toluene washing can be applied compared to that available for
films cast from DMF-only solutions. Figure 6 summarizes the

performance of PV devices cast from DMF-only solutions; the
efficiencies of these solar cells are highly sensitive to the time at
which toluene washing is applied. In comparison, the same
graph shows the efficiencies of solar cells whose active layers are
cast from solutions with DMPU. These efficiencies are stable
across a wider processing window during which toluene
washing is applied. We attribute the ca. 2% improvement in
efficiency in devices comprising films cast from 10% DMPU
precursor solutions to a decreased density of charge
recombination centers stemming from a decrease in PbI4

2− in
the precursor solution per Stewart et al.15 Because DMPU
coordinates strongly with Pb2+, its addition impedes PbI4

2−

formation in precursor solutions. The easing of time constraints
for postdeposition processing by selecting high-DN solvent
additives, coupled with an increased efficiency due to a

decreased density of recombination centers, can be beneficial
for the scalable fabrication of large-area PV devices comprising
HOIP active layers.41

We demonstrate that solvent coordination with Pb2+ is
correlated with Lewis basicity, which in turn influences solid-
state perovskite formation. In solvents with low DN, iodide
coordination with Pb2+ dominates and the reaction proceeds to
allow the formation of single crystals, as seen with the facile
growth of bulk MAPbI3, BA2PbI4, and PEA2PbI4. At the other
end of the spectrum, solvents with high DN complex strongly
with Pb2+ and competitively inhibit I− coordination with Pb2+

that is requisite for perovskite formation. This framework
formed the basis with which we selected DMPU as a high-DN
solvent additive to alter thin-film morphology and to afford
greater flexibility in postdeposition processing. Our study has
shed light on the nature of solvent−solute interactions in these
complex solutions and demonstrates the importance of
judicious selection of solvent to tailor solid-state structural
development in HOIPs.
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